
Li’l Dragons CURIOSITY Homework     Name:__________________________ 

Being curious about things is what makes us want to learn about them.  It’s how we get smarter, and discover great 
things about the world around us.  As we discover these things, it’s also important to be smart and safe about how we 
learn about them.  Read the stories below, then choose the ending you think would help learn the most, and still be 
safe and smart about it. 
 

Joey wants to know why the light turns on (or off!) 
whenever he flips the light switch.  He notices that the 
light switch is screwed into the wall, and wonders 
what’s behind it… 
 
 

 

 
Think about some things you are curious about.   
What is something you would like to know about?  ____________________________________________________ 
 
How could you find out more about it (while still being safe and smart)?__________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Showing CURIOSITY is how we learn about the world around us.  There are many, many things worth learning more 
about. Our CURIOSITY can be inspired by our imaginations.  Check out some of these pictures below, then stretch out 
your imagination, and write something about what you think they are, or what they do! 

 
 

__________________________________ 
 
__________________________________ 
 
__________________________________ 
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_______________________________ 

 
 

_____________________________ 
 

_____________________________ 
 

_____________________________ 

 

 

 

a) Joey shrugs his shoulders, walks away, and 
watches some TV 
 
b) Joey finds a screwdriver, takes the plate off the 
wall, and pokes around behind it with a screwdriver 
 
c) Joey could ask his mom or dad to take off the 
plate, and show him how flipping the switch makes 
the light turn on 

Tiana sees some bunnies playing outside, and wants 
to go find out more about them.  She wants to see 
them eat, know what they feel like… 
 
 
a) Tiana watches the bunnies from the window until 
they leave 
 
b) Tiana grabs some lettuce from the fridge, and goes 
outside to feed the bunnies and try to pet them, and 
follow them to see where they go when they leave 
 
c) Tiana asks her parents if they can take her to the pet 
store and pet the bunnies there 


